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Introduction into forensic audio
Due to their reliability, small size and simple functionality, audio recording tools are being used
more and more for security in everyday situations. Sometimes an audio recording provides the
only evidence of a security threat or crime and becomes a key element in an official investigation
or subsequent court trial.
From a legal point of view, forensic audio analysis is able to substantiate facts in connection with
criminal or other activities which may have taken place in private and without witnesses. For this
reason, sound recordings are widely used in criminal and civil proceedings.

The scientific basis for forensic audio comprises expertise from several fields, including
criminology, acoustics, sound equipment, mathematics, linguistics, phonetics and speech
production theory. Experts can solve a wide range of audio analysis challenges using forensic
audio analysis tools and techniques developed in these various fields.
During the course of forensic audio investigation, the main challenge encountered often falls
within one of the following areas:
SPEECH ENHANCEMENT: digital and analog processing restores verbal clarity, making
audiotapes and audio files more intelligible in a courtroom.
SPEECH DECODING: methods used to extract human speech from noisy audio tracks, generate a
reasonably accurate and complete speech transcription and deliver a final hard copy.
AUDIO AUTHENTICATION: aural, electronic and physical examination of audio evidence to
ascertain whether or not it has been tampered with, altered or otherwise changed from its original
state; often involves verifying the authenticity of an audio recording by determining whether a
particular recording was made on a particular device.
VOICE IDENTIFICATION: a scientific approach that attempts to determine whether or not
a recorded voice belongs to a particular individual. Voice ID is based on the principle that a
person’s voice is as unique as their fingerprints or DNA, varying individually depending on speech
production features, such as the shape of one’s vocal tract, mouth cavity, pronunciation, regional
accent, etc.
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SIS
II
Audio forensic software
SIS II is the core software of the IKAR Lab forensic audio kit. It includes powerful tools for
speech signal analysis and enhanced speech visualization, including speech segmentation, text
transcription and many others.
Not only does SIS II embody the latest advancements in forensic audio processing, it also includes
modules for voice identification and audio recording authentication.

VISUALIZATION TOOLS
SIS II is the best solution for speech analysis. It supports all audio formats, including extraction of audio
tracks from AVI video files, and offers a wealth of options for editing, visualization and analysis.
SIS II includes the following rich set of powerful visualization tools that make audio analysis easier:
• Waveform
• FFT and LPC sonograms
• FFT power spectrum
• Cepstrum
• Autocorrelation
• Pitch tracks
• Formants tracks
• Signal energy
• Histogram and histogram correlation
• Vowel scatter plot
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SIS II also provides a wide variety of expert editing and signal processing tools that improve the
intelligibility of recorded speech and prepare audio recordings for further analysis. Functionalities
include:
• Signal normalization
• Signal balancing
• Speaker separation
• Linear transformation
• Resampling
• Bit depth conversion
• Tempo correction (without pitch distortion)
• Parametric equalizer
• Adaptive broadband noise filter
• Adaptive inverse filter
• Adaptive harmonic filter
• Modulation
• Stereo separation
• Merging two mono to stereo
• Pseudo-stereo
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TEXT TRANSCRIPTION AND SPEECH SEGMENTATION
Selected audio fragments can be easily assigned to particular categories (e.g. different speakers
or sounds) and speech fragments can be transcribed and displayed as text. This output can then
be exported to MS Word as a text document.
A “similar words” search function finds words that repeat in two text transcriptions, which is useful
for voiceprint analysis.

MULTI-WINDOW INTERFACE
SIS II’s multi-window interface makes signal comparison easy. Several audio files can be opened
at the same time and can be positioned according to particular tasks: vertically for identification
purposes, horizontally for authentication and noise reduction or customized according to user
preference.

SIGNAL COMPARISON
Windows can be connected according to time and spectral domain, which makes measurement
easier using vertical and horizontal cursors. Spectrograms are automatically redrawn when
parameters are changed and a wide variety of settings ensure optimal clarity.
The instant spectra can be overlaid for better visual comparison.
Fundamental frequency histograms can be compared visually or numerically using values of
minimum, maximum, median, asymmetry and general correlation.
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DETECTING SPEECH AND NOISES
The speech detector automatically marks speech fragments in the audio signal that are suitable
for identification. The module can also be configured to detect noisy areas: dial tones, clipped
fragments, and clicks.

WORKING WITH PROJECTS
With projects, users can keep all files related to a single case together, whether it’s an audio, text,
video or photographic files. All these files can be opened directly from SIS II. Identification results
can be saved in projects, as can reports created in MS Word. SIS II also enables screenshots,
which are useful to illustrate the investigation process. Information about visible speech settings
is always available and can be easily copied to illustrations. Thus, users can easily produce fully
detailed and illustrated text reports to reinforce expert testimony in court.

SIGNAL ANALYSIS
SIS II can automatically calculate the following signal characteristics:
• Frequency response
• Signal-to-noise ratio
• Reverberation time
• Clipping and tonal noises
• Pure speech signal duration
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IDENTIFICATION
SIS II software provides unique and powerful tools for speaker comparison. Automatic voice
biometric algorithms paired with human-assisted analysis modules are invaluable in automating
time-consuming identification tasks, such as searching for comparable words, sounds and pitch
patterns, matching pitch formants and producing numeric results. They also contribute to overall
conclusion-making, whether it’s an identification or elimination.
AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION
The automatic identification module does 1-to-1 voice comparison utilizing three proprietary
algorithms:
1) Spectral-Formant
2) Pitch Statistics
3) Gaussian Mixture Model
Identification results are not only returned for each matching method, but also as a fusion
decision. All results are based on the extraction of voice biometric traits and calculations
regarding their similarity. The matching probabilities were derived using a massive speech
corpus containing tens of thousands of speakers, different recording sessions and channel types.
However, the statistical approach of 1-to-1 comparison considers the possible distribution of
values. Thus, in SIS II, results are issued along with an account of confidence level.
The high reliability of SpeechPro’s automatic identification algorithms is attested by NIST* results.

*NIST – National Institute of Standards and Technology
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AUDITORY FEATURES COMPARISON
This module compares speakers on the basis of audible specificities of their speech and voice.
The database contains 126 features. Users can estimate a feature’s intensity and frequency
of occurrence. The results of auditory comparison are presented as a list of matched, partially
matched and mismatched features with text conclusion. Users can expand the database by adding
their own features and samples.

FORMANTS COMPARISON
The formants comparison module automates voiceprint analysis. The process is divided
into two stages. First the examiner searches for speech sounds that are suitable for further
comparison. A search can be done using a graphical vowel chart, frequency range, by position
of horizontal marks or can be done automatically for all sounds present in the recordings.
Once speech sounds for known and unknown speakers are selected the comparison process
can be launched. The algorithm automatically calculates within-speaker and inter-speaker
variability and provides an identification/elimination decision or produces an inconclusive
result.
Additional features include:
•
•
•
•

Visual comparison of selected sounds on a vowel chart
Comparison of average formant values for selected sounds
Customizable sound settings
Export of selected sound tables and results to MS Word.
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PITCH COMPARISON
The pitch comparison module compares the specificities of speakers’ melodic patterns. The
module enables melodic fragments to be selected, attributes them to 1 of 18 possible melodic
types and compares them according to 15 parameters, including maximum, average and
minimum pitch values, rate of pitch change, bevel, kurtosis and others.
The algorithm generates results in the form of a match percentage for each parameter and
delivers an overall identification/elimination decision or an inconclusive result. All data can be
easily exported as text reports.

OVERALL CONCLUSION
Gathering together intermediate results from the various analyses engaged in voice ID, the
system arrives at an overall conclusion. User experts can adjust the weight of each method in the
overall conclusion or weights can be automatically assigned depending on audio quality.
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Sound
Cleaner
Noise reduction and audio enhancement software
Perfect for beginners and audio professionals alike, Sound Cleaner noise reduction software
performs a full spectrum of noise filtering and sound enhancing tasks. Audio enhancement and
filtering is fundamental in law enforcement and private agencies that handle audio evidence.
Whether the aim is to eliminate interference to improve voice clarity or to remove background
noises for better analysis, Sound Cleaner noise reduction software is the ideal solution.
Sound Cleaner uniquely combines state-of-the-art noise filtering algorithms and speech
enhancement tools in one product. Each module can be easily activated and combined with others
in the filtering workflow, so that any changes in the audio can be heard intelligibly and on-the-fly.

ADAPTIVE BROADBAND FILTER
The adaptive broadband filter is designed to suppress broadband and periodic noises due to
electric pick-ups and mechanical vibrations, room and street noise, as well as interference
from communication channels and recording equipment. These noises come across as hums,
rumbling, hisses or roars. Because these noises often intersect with the speech signal and are
spread across the entire spectrum, other methods, such as one-channel adaptive filtration,
spectrum smoothing or equalizers, are generally unsuccessful at removing them.
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ADAPTIVE COMPENSATION
The adaptive compensation is most effective for narrow-band stationary and regular interference.
The filter adjusts smoothly, maintaining good signal quality. In addition to frequency compensation
this process also provides adaptive compensation that enables user to remove both narrowband
stationary interferences as well as regular ones (vibrations, power-line pickups, electrical device
noises, steady music, room, car and water noises, reverberation, etc.).
EQUALIZER
A distinctive feature of Sound Cleaner is its parametric equalizer combined with spectrum, which
allows changes to be monitored in real time. The equalizer works in automatic or semi-automatic
mode and the filter can be tuned manually for fine spectrum adjustments. This module works
to suppress a signal’s stationary components regardless of frequency and location. It can also
be used to raise the amplitude in a chosen spectral band. This filter works well for recordings
containing loud stationary noises, such as power line noise, mechanical and engine noises, etc.
IMPULSE FILTRATION
Adaptive impulse filtering automatically restores speech or musical fragments that are distorted
or masked by various pulse interferences, such as clicks, radio noises, knocks, etc. During impulse
filtration, Sound Cleaner substitutes impulses with smoothed and weakened interpolated signals.
Adaptive impulse filtering algorithms improve the quality of the signal by suppressing powerful signal
impulses, thereby unmasking useful audio signals and increasing their intelligibility.
ADAPTIVE INVERSE FILTRATION
Adaptive inverse filtration effectively suppresses strong periodic noises from electrical pickups and mechanical vibrations, thus recovering the speech signal and equalizing the frequency
response. It amplifies weaker signal components and suppresses stronger ones at the same
time. The average spectrum therefore tends to approach the flat spectrum, unmasking the speech
signal and improving its intelligibility.
STEREO FILTRATION
Two different kinds of stereo processing are available in Sound Cleaner: two-channel signal processing
and adaptive stereo filtering. In two-channel signal processing, the sound in each channel is processed
independently. In adaptive stereo filtering, data acquired from the reference channel is used to filter the
signal in the primary one; this solution is ideal for recordings made with two microphones.
TEXT REPORTS
With Sound Cleaner software, processing parameters and current configurations can be saved as
a text file.
SAVING SETTINGS
Sound Cleaner saves all users settings and processing configurations. This is especially
convenient when processing recordings made in similar environments. Sound Cleaner also
includes a spectrum saving filter that prepares audio files for further identification analysis.
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EdiTracker
Audio authenticity analysis plug-in

EdiTracker is a unique plug-in for SIS II software that is designed to make assessments regarding
audio authenticity. EdiTracker significantly enhances SIS II functionality, extending its capability in
identifying modified, edited or doctored audio.
EdiTracker automatically searches and analyzes suspicious areas of phonogram fragments, and
makes calculations related to recording devices’ technical specifications.
While visualizing all the intermediate steps during the process of investigation, EdiTracker can generate
text reports that summarize the overall analysis or deliver separate reports for each type of analysis.
These reports can be used in court as part of expert testimony or as a specialist’s report.
EdiTracker speeds up the process of forensic audio analysis and increases the reliability of expert
conclusions.
MATCHING TEST SIGNALS WITH RECORDING DEVICE PARAMETERS
Every analog recording device has unique characteristics, such as frequency response, total
harmonic distortion, detonation, amplitude modulation and speed. EdiTracker automatically
assesses these characteristics using a test signal. A mismatch between recording device
parameters and characteristics of a signal allegedly recorded with that unit may be an indication
of tampering.
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IDENTIFYING TRACES OF PREVIOUS
DIGITAL PROCESSING
Digital processing of analog signals always requires a specific sample rate. During the
digitizing process, a phenomenon called aliasing occurs. As aliasing degrades the audio
quality, the vast majority of analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters use antialiasing filters. EdiTracker automatically searches for traces of such filters, the presence
of which may suggest that the original audio was analog in nature or that it was previously
digitized at a lower sampling rate.

FINDING TRACES OF TAMPERING USING HARMONIC PHASE SHIFT
EdiTracker automatically scans audio for technical narrow-band signals which normally come
from an electrical network (ENF), batteries, nearby electrical appliances etc. and estimates their
phase continuity. An unjustified phase break may be interpreted as a possible editing point, and
made subject to further auditory and instrumental analysis.
BACKGROUND NOISE SCANNING
Background scanning detects dramatic changes in the spectrum that are unnoticeable on the
waveform and which may be related to audio editing.
EdiTracker automatically scans the integrity of background noises marking any abrupt change in
noise level.
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AUDITORY ANALYSIS
During playback of an original audio recording, the entirety of audio communication—including
verbal and nonverbal speaker output and additional background hindrances—form a complete
and integrated picture of the audio and speech environment. An auditory analysis of these events
based on known characteristics of the recording equipment and methods used reveals possible
violations in whole audio picture integrity, isolating them and identifying the necessary details .
EdiTracker provides step-by-step instructions for auditory-linguistic analysis and an extended list
of indicators that may point to recording authenticity breaches. These resources can be used to
create a detailed list of linguistic features related to tampering for use in text reports.

Caesar

Audio transcription software
Caesar software is an audio player plug-in for MS Word. It ensures fast and easy audio playback
and transcription in one software interface. The text is automatically linked to the audio for quick
reference to the corresponding fragment in the track.
FUNCTIONALITY
• Joint of software player and text editor.
• Listening and transcription of speech information from the beginning of downloading.
• Linking audio fragments and text.
• MS Word support.
• Speech slowing without pitch distortion.
• Foot pedal for playback control (delivered optionally).
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STC-H246
Audio hardware
USB Sound Device STC-H246 is designed for analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion of
electrical signals.
The device provides two-channel precision (both digital and analog) input and output ports, to PC
and as well as monitoring ports to be used by an operator through headphones.
STC-H246 specs
• Inputs/outputs
• analog: XLR balanced
• digital: SPDIF coaxial and optical
• Resolution ADC/DAC: 24 bit ;
• Nominal voltage level for analog
inputs and outputs: 2.0V;
• Sound-to-noise ratio in by pass
channel (without weighting): 112 dB;
• Harmonic distortion rate (without
weighting): 0.003%;
• Frequency response flatness in by
pass channel : ± 0.01 dB ;
• Sampling rate for digital signals: 32;
44.1; 48; 88.2; 96; 192 kHz ;
• Sampling rate for analog signals: 4;
8; 10; 11.025; 11.167; 16; 22.05; 32;
44.1; 48; 96; 192; 200 kHz ;
RESULTS OF THE RIGHTMARK AUDIO ANALYZER TESTING
Testing chain: External loopback (line-out - line-in)
Operating parameters 24-bit, 192 kHz
Results
Frequency response flatness ( 40 Hz - 15 kHz), dB:
Noise level, dB (А):
Dynamic range, dB (А):
Harmonic distortion %:
Intermodulation distortion + noise %:
Channel interpenetration, dB:
Intermodulation 10 kHz, %:
Grade: Perfect
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+0.02, -0.01
-113.7
113.4
0.0002
0.0023
-109.7
0.0032

Perfect
Perfect
Perfect
Perfect
Perfect
Perfect
Perfect

ANF
II
Noise filtering server
When connected to a local network, the ANF II works as a full-fledged noise-processing server.
The device can be controlled and all the settings can be adjusted remotely via web interface. The
device improves the quality and intelligibility of speech signals recorded by the device or uploaded
to its removable memory card.
The ANF II noise reduction device delivers professional results while being intuitive and easyto-use, requiring no special expertise in digital sound processing. Adaptive noise filters yield
immediate results and make adjustments instantly audible.

BROADBAND NOISE FILTER
• Smooths / suppresses noises in all bandwidths
• Suppresses low frequency rumble
• Enhances reverberated speech
HARMONIC REJECT FILTER
Suppresses electric network frequency, phone beeps, and other drone noises
ADAPTIVE EQUALIZER
Improves spectrum and enhances speech in “poor” audio channels
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4 PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER
Amplifies / weakens low and high frequencies.
SPEECH LEVEL ENHANCER
Smooths down amplitude differences and amplifies the speech of distant speakers.
DE-CLICKER
Eliminates cracks / clicks in radio channels and old vinyl records.
REFERENCE NOISE FILTER
Suppresses noise in the main channel using information about noise in the reference channel.
V-CHANGER
Changes speaker’s voice in real time and processes files.
Sound processing settings and configuration can be saved as presets for use in similar situations.
The number of presets is unlimited.

VoiceGrid Local
Voice database management system
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Nowadays, law enforcement agencies (LEAs) tend to keep all forensic trace evidence in regularly
updated and well-structured databases, a good practice that allows for quick suspect identification
in instances of repeat crime. While fingerprint, ballistic and facial databases have already been
widely adopted by LEAs, voice databases are only starting to find their use.
VoiceGrid Local provides essential forensic database management and voice identification
functionality. Any voice recording that forms part of an investigation is added to the database with
an accompanying case description, along with information and photos pertaining to the speaker.
Voice matching in VoiceGrid Local is carried out using proprietary processing, feature extraction
and voice sample identification methods. VoiceGrid Local performs a biometric search of probable
speakers across the entire voice database. Unidentified voice recordings can always be compared
with the samples available in the database.

Voice Biometric Algorithms
Number of identification methods
Form of voice biometric search results
Voice sample requirements
Sound file format
Minimum speech signal duration

3 methods + fusion decision
List of most similar voice samples in
descending degree of similarity.
RIFF WAV PCM 16 bit or A-law 8 bit
6 seconds (or less, provided that
biometric voice data is sufficient for
identification)
330-3400 Hz or higher
No less than 10 dB

Frequency range
Signal-to-noise ratio in required frequency range (3303400 Hz)
Licensing
Number of stored voice samples
5000 (or more upon request)
Number of users
5 simultaneous users
Software modules
Operator web application
Administrator web application
Templates manager web application
Hardware management and monitoring web applications
Batch import and data migration tool (ImportUtility)
Batch export and database migration tool (ExportUtility)
Server software
Red Hat Enterprise Linux
Windows 7, Windows 8
Server hardware
Intel Core i5
RAM 8 Gb
HDD 500 GB
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Voicesampling Workstation
In addition to investigative materials, the voice database can be supplemented with voice samples
collected during the booking process.
The VoiceSampling Workstation is the complete software and hardware solution for taking voice
samples of speakers under investigation. The VoiceSampling Workstation includes:
• 2 USB-powered microphones
• software
• Gnome-P digital voice recorder

USB-POWERED MICROPHONES
Type

USB power mic

Capsule

3 capsule boundary design
with 180-degree coverage

Power

USB

Frequency response

40Hz - 16kHz

Sampling rate

44.1kHz - 48kHz

USB compatibility

USB 1.1 and 2.0

GNOME–Р: POCKET STEREO DIGITAL VOICE RECORDER
Gnome-P is used for taking high quality voice samples in the field that are suitable for audio
forensic investigation. The recorder has the optimal size-function-quality ratio. Its metal casing
provides a powerful defense against physical damage and electro-magnetic emissions.
Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital signature prevents unauthorized listening
PIN-code access protection
No interference from electromagnetic radiation
Resistant to detection and jamming
Protective, durable metal casing
Voice data recording from telephone lines

MULTIPASSPORT SOFTWARE
•
•
•
•

Records voice from microphones
Automatically estimates voice sample quality
Automatically estimates “pure” speech duration
Transfers voice samples to VoiceGrid Local
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Training
Audio forensic training is an important part of IKAR Lab efficient work. Training courses are
designed to provide the students with detailed theoretical and hands on classes on audio forensic
products and methods used for different types of examinations.
TRAINING: FORENSIC ACOUSTICS. BASIC COURSE.
Duration: 5 days.
• Introduction into forensic audio. The physics of sound
• The theory of noise reduction.
• Sound Cleaner: audio filters and their parameters. Practical application
• The theory of speech production
• SIS II software: interface, equipment testing, sound editing, processing and analysis
• Forensic voice identification: theory and practice
• Authentication
• Making report
TRAINING: FORENSIC ACOUSTICS. ADVANCED COURSE.
Duration: 5 days.
• Sound recording for forensic audio experts: recording voice samples.
• The theory and practice of noise cancellation and low-quality speech decoding.
• Noise reduction software in real-life practice. The practice of speech decoding.
• Articulation and speech production.
• Forensic voice identification: different approaches and methods.
• Forensic voice identification: spectrographic method.
• Forensic voice identification: real-life examples.
• Authentication: theory and practice.
• Authentication: real-life examples.
• Making report
Each course ends with the final test after
which a CERTIFICATE is given.
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IKAR Lab full package
Forensic Audio Workstation
•
•
•
•
•
•

STC-H246 – audio harware
SIS II- audio software with advanced audio visualization and analysis capabilities
Sound Cleaner – noise reduction and audio enhancement software
EdiTracker – Audio authenticity analysis plug-in.
Transcriber Caesar - Audio transcription software.
Professional microphone and headphones.

ANF II
Optional noise filtering server
VoiceGrid Local
Optional voice database management system that realizes the organization of audio files from
live, recorded or archived sources and manual or automatic biometric voice matching.
Voicesamping Workstation
Optional hardware and software element for taking high-quality voice samples with an integration
into VoiceGrid Local biometric database system.
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About Speech Technology Center
Speech Technology Center (STC) is an international leader in
speech technology and multimodal biometrics. It has over 20 years
of research, development and implementation experience in Russia
and internationally.
STC is leading global provider of innovative systems in highquality recording, audio and video processing and analysis, speech
synthesis and recognition, and real-time, high-accuracy voice and
facial biometrics solutions. STC innovations are used in both public
and commercial sectors, from small expert laboratories, to large,
distributed contact centers, to nation-wide security systems.
STC is ISO-9001: 2008 certified.

Russia
4 Krasutskogo street
St. Petersburg, 196084
Tel.: +7 812 325 8848
Fax: +7 812 327 9297
Email: stc-spb@speechpro.com

Germany
Saargemünderstr. 211
D-66119 Saarbrücken
Tel.: +49(0)681 8590565
Email: info@speech-tech.de

WWW.SPEECHPRO.COM

